Sale of School Photographs

Is a photographer who uses schools to collect the sales price of school pictures liable as a seller for the retail sales tax on the selling price of the prints?

A photographer took school photographs and sends the prints directly to the schools after processing. The school distributed the prints to their students. After receiving payment, the schools deducted the school's commission and forwarded the balance and unclaimed pictures to the taxpayer.

The photographer was making retail sales of school pictures. Because the only business risk with respect to the photograph sales was borne by the photographer, the schools were merely agents of the photographer for the collection of the selling price of the prints. Therefore, the gross amount paid for the photographs was subject to the retail sales tax, which the photographer must collect as a seller under RCW 82.08.050. The retail sales tax applies to the gross charges for the prints, without deduction for any amounts paid to the schools or others as fees or commissions.